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Offers a fresh, inclusive, at times provocative way of listening to country
music--one that champions innovation and tradition even as it challenges many of
the genre's prevailing assumptions.

The Old-time Herald
(Book). A comprehensive collection of one of today's hottest music formats. This
book provides a 46-year history of Adult Contemporary (AC) music complete with
over 8,500 songs, and 2,000 artists that appeared in Billboard's "Adult
Contemporary" and "Adult Top 40" charts. This is the first time ever that a
complete Adult Top 40 Chart history book has been published and it covers artists
as diverse as Counting Crows, Sheryl Crow, Goo Goo Dolls, Lenny Kravitz, James
Blunt, Kelly Clarkson, Jack Johnson and Daniel Powter. In the standard format that
Record Research has made standard, all the essential song and artist info is
included. Also, for the first time, songwriters are shown for every title. Many other
bonus sections are added including lists of top artists organized by different
themes and all-time rankings. Previous edition: Top Adult Contemporary, ISBN
089201497

American Thunder
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Offers profiles of more than six hundred performers, songwriters, and groups, and
discusses themes and topics in country music

All Music Guide
From the Stone Age onwards, humans have added a personal touch to our endings
with ceremonies, burials and services. And while some of these finishing touches
are solemn, others can be downright bizarre. This book compares funeral practices
from around the world and gives witty and practical advice on choosing our own
final exits.

All Music Guide to Country
A comprehensive guide to the people and organizations involved in the world of
popular music.

Heartaches by the Number
These "New Westers," Johnson reveals, line-dance and two-step, listen to Garth
Brooks and George Strait, drink beer from long-neck bottles, wear clothes ordered
from Sheplers, watch rodeo on ESPN, play Wild West arcade games, eat fajitas and
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tacos in stuccoed Mexican cafes, collect Western art and Native American crafts,
and vacation in and move to the West. "New Westers" rewrite the history and
biography of the West. They reimagine the West in Cowboy sagas and poetry,
Native American novels, Mexican-American drama, nature writing, revisionist films,
eclectic visual artwork, and neo-traditional music. They flock to movies like Thelma
and Louise, Unforgiven, and Dances with Wolves, watch mini-series like Lonesome
Dove, and read bestsellers like The Crossing and All The Pretty Horses. "New
Westers" are men and women who may or may not have ever hitched up a horse
but who crave connection with the West. At the end of a century of urbanization,
technological change, and cultural confusion, they seek a more natural home, a
fuller and wider sense of place, and a deeper and more colorful personal identity.
They also want to revive the dream of the mythic West - but on different terms.
They overrun the Old West and yet strive to preserve it, raising troubling new
concerns about the differences between the mythic and the real, between
traditional and contemporary cultural influences.

Black Music & Jazz Review
International Who's Who in Popular Music 2007
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For this editor, the starting point for 'Readin' Country Music' was an 8:00 A.M.
panel session on country music at the 1992 meeting of the Society for the Study of
Narrative Literature, held at Vanderbilt University in Nashville. One of the last,
wrap-up sessions on the program, the country music panel was so scheduled in
tribute to the Nashville conventional site, a kind of Grand Ole Opry finale.

Catalog of Copyright Entries, Third Series
Joel Whitburn Presents Billboard Top Adult Songs, 1961-2006
Family Tradition - Three Generations of Hank Williams
The Grand Ole Opry History of Country Music
Presents year-by-year chronologies of influential artists from the past fifty years

Big Acoustic Guitar Chord Songbook: Love Songs
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Describes and assesses the styles, composers, and musicians of contemporary
music

The Comprehensive Country Music Encyclopedia
Kinna and Jimmy Henley's love and hopes for the future have been slowly eroded
by years of infertility, but when Kinna rescues a mysterious old woman from the
sea, the couple may have one final chance at happiness.

Blue Suede News
Rates and reviews thousands of rock, pop, soul, rap, country, jazz, blues, folk, and
gospel recordings

And in the End
An intimate and romantic selection of over 100 love songs, all arranged for guitar
and voice. From Roxy Music's touchingly simple Jealous Guy and the silky Jazz of
Patsy Cline's Crazy to the ballads of David Gray, Macy Gray and Daniel Bedingfield,
you will find that perfect love song in this special collection. All songs have been
presented with full lyrics and a simple yet comprehensive guitar chord guide.
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The Garth Brooks Scrapbook
The complete library is the first attempt to provide the reader with a year-by-year
compilation of every known record release, of every possible type, by every
conceivable record label.

FutureMusic
Arranged in sixteen musical categories, provides entries for twenty thousand
releases from four thousand artists, and includes a history of each musical genre.

The World's Greatest Fakebook
In this comprehensive artist-by-artist listing, you'll find the more than 2,200 artists
and 17,800 songs that debuted on Billboard's country singles charts from
1944-2001. Not only does it cover the complete chart careers of legendary country
greats such as Johnny Cash, Tammy Wynette, Merle Haggard, Waylon Jennings,
Alan Jackson, Garth Brooks and Reba McEntire, it also introduces fresh country
voices like Brad Paisley, Rascal Flatts, Cyndi Thomson, Tammy Cochran, Chris
Cagle, Phil Vassar and Trick Pony. This unique country compilation is a priceless
gold mine of stats and facts, all presented in a handy, easy-to-use format!
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Spin
One of Nashville's biggest star-makers describes his career in country music,
including his relationships with Elvis, Dolly Parton, Paul McCartney, the Allman
Brothers, and other stars

Crook & Chase
Provides comprehensive information on musicians and groups from around the
world. Entries include a detailed biographical essay, selected discographies,
contact information, and a list of sources.

Songwriter's Market
Nashville's most famous talk-show hosts, Crook and Chase, offer entertaining
anecdotes and insider secrets about their best shows, their own rise to television
fame, and their most unforgettable guests. Reprint.

The Decca Hillbilly Discography, 1927-1945
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The Complete Library of American Phonograph Recordings
(Book). Covering three generations of Hank Williams, Family Tradition is both
unique and vast in scope. Beginning in the present day with Hank III who gave the
author unprecedented access and time-traveling across the years, this examines
just what kind of rebel mojo inspired this crazed family of country music, from
Hank Sr. often regarded as one of the most influential of American musicians to
Hank Jr., to this year's model, Hank III, who has somehow found a way to reconcile
his legacy's deep-rooted twang and high-lonesome sound with particularly searing
strains of punk and heavy metal, launching an all-out war with traditional Nashville
in the process.

Catalog of Copyright Entries
Molly O'Day, Lynn Davis, and the Cumberland Mountain Folks
Readin' Country Music
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Songwriter's Market, 1993
Reviews and rates the best recordings of country artists and groups, provides
biographies of the artists, and charts the evolution of country music

The Rolling Stone Album Guide
Tells where & how to market your songs. Lists music publishers, record
companies/producers, AV firms, managers, classical groups and theater
companies.

Top Country Singles, 1944 to 2001
This unique discography provides a systematic numerical listing and crossreferencing of all released recordings in the Decca 5000 and 17000 hillbilly music
series as well as records released under Decca's Champion 45000 and
Montgomery Ward series, also devoted to hillbilly music. A total of 1514 discs are
covered ranging from records released by such major hillbilly music stars as Jimmie
Davis, the Sons of the Pioneers, and Ernest Tubb to those by less well-known solo
artists and groups. Each listing includes information about recording dates, master
numbers, unissued titles, song titles and legends, songwriter credit, and release
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dates.

Canadiana
If Tomorrow Never Comes
The Da Capo Companion To 20th-century Popular Music
Traces the life and career of the popular country music singer, and discusses each
of his albums

The Best of Garth Brooks
Contemporary Musicians
Contains 15 hit songs, five each from these three albums -- Garth Brooks, No
Fences, and Ropin' the Wind -- including all the released singles, in complete
guitar/tab transcriptions. Titles include: The Dance * Friends in Low Places * If
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Tomorrow Never Comes * Papa Loved Mama * The River * Rodeo * The Thunder
Rolls.

By the Seat of My Pants
Rock Stars Encyclopedia
A history of the Grand Ole Opry chronicles such events as its first broadcast in
1925, the rise of such stars as Hank Williams and Patsy Cline, and its role in the
development of country music sound. 75,000 first printing. Tour.

Catalog of Copyright Entries
Traces the life and career of the country singer who has become America's most
successful solo musical artist, recounts the stories behind some of his most popular
songs, and reveals how he has coped with success

Billboard
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Hank Williams, Country Music's Tragic King
Recounts the personal and professional life of the country singer and songwriter
whose music bridged the gap between country and pop music and established
country music within popular culture
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
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